Partial deletion of 18p and partial duplication of 18q caused by a paternal pericentric inversion.
Here we report on a boy with both a partial deletion of chromosome 18p and a partial duplication of chromosome 18q, caused by a paternal pericentric inversion (46,XY,rec(18),dup q,inv(18)(p11.2q21.1)pat). The findings in the patient are compared to those in the literature. The symptoms in the described patient can be explained for the major part by the 18p- and 18q+ syndromes separately. A specific 18p-/18q+ syndrome cannot be clearly delineated yet. Inspiratory stridor is a symptom that has not been described before in either 18p- or 18q+, but has been found twice before in patients with the combined 18p-/18q+ syndrome.